Monday, October 17
1) Introduction
2) Recap of Spring meetings
3) Survey of progress since Spring meetings
4) Agenda approval
5) Action items check
6) Service Agreement Parameters

Tuesday, October 18
1) GitHub repositories for XML, UML
2) XML Schema versioning discussion, esp given use of GitHub
3) SACP white book status, project initiation discussion
4) FRM vs service management configuration levels discussion
5) Configuration profile model + XML Schema
6) Management service – state machines
7) Management service – APIs + cloud computing considerations

Wednesday, October 19
1) EVSQ white book status, review
2) Inter-recommendation tracking spreadsheet review, update
3) Joint session: SE Area D-DOR WG – discussion of proposed approach for standards development where there are overlaps between DDOR and CSSM
4) CSS Area plenary (Joint meeting with CSTS WG, Cloud BOF)
5) Concept book revision discussion
6) CDE, SMURF, and SPDF agency reviews

Thursday, October 20
1) Agency surveys re plan for adoption of CSSM standards
2) AOB Action Items review
3) Work plans, teleconference schedule to spring meetings

Friday, October 21
1) Boot camp (entire morning)
2) Closing area plenary